Video Surveillance and Access Control Design & Installation

Municipalities / Public Safety

When it comes to public safety, Oliver Communications puts your concerns first in the design process.
Oliver will listen to your issues and look at your areas of concern, then their in house security team along with
their strategic partners will develop a design that meets your concerns and your budget.
Oliver Communications is a Genetec Partner and Authorized Dealer. With Genetec’s Omnicast, Synergis and
AutoVu Unified software platform, combined with high end cameras like Axis, Panasonic, Bosch or Arecont,
installed and transmitted with a wireless solution From Firetide or Proxim, or a fiber backhaul link, you will get
the best City Wide Surveillance solution on the market today !
Genetec overview:
Omnicast™, an integral part of the Genetec Security Center, provides seamless management of digital video,
audio and data across any IP network. With an array of features described as some of the most innovative,
Omnicast has proven to be the system of choice in numerous industries including Municipalities, Transportation,
Education, Retail and Gaming. End users have the flexibility of installing Omnicast as a standalone video system
or activating it within the Security Center and taking advantage of Genetec's next-generation client application for
monitoring their video cameras, the Security Desk.
Synergis™, an integral part of the Security Center, is designed with end-to-end IP connectivity, from access
control reader to client workstation. As one of the most intuitive IP access control solutions on the market,
Synergis is being used by a number of organizations within the Municipalities, Transportation, Education, Retail
and Gaming industries
AutoVu reads license plates of vehicles moving at differential speeds up to 140 MPH (225km/h). With an
extensive field of view, AutoVu will give you the ability to read license plates spanning two lanes of traffic. As an
advanced LPR solution, AutoVu allows law enforcement agencies to automatically read license plates from both
moving and parked vehicles and match each plate to an on-board database of wanted vehicles. Genetec’s
AutoVu solution automates the identification and tracking of wanted vehicles so that your law enforcement
officers are not diverted by a sophisticated technology, but can concentrate on their main objective, serving and
protecting communities.

Oliver Communications full breadth of services and product portfolio that can deliver every aspect of your
security / surveillance project. Let Oliver be your one stop shop!
Cabling Infrastructure (underground or aerial)
New poles, Manholes, Hand holes,
Fiber backbones, Copper backbones.
Wireless communications (Mesh, PTP, PTMP, Mobile)
Security desks to full command centers
Vandal proof cameras and housings
Surveillance cameras for every situation (Day, Night, Megipixel, Long
range, thermal, etc.)
Ø Video Management Software / Video Analytics
Ø Access Control (Card readers, key pad entry, biometric readers)
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